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Stoneridge’s new tachograph, built on customer needs
Today Stoneridge announced the launch of its new digital tachograph – the SE5000 Exakt Duo2, the
smartest One Minute Rule tachograph yet. The SE5000 Exakt Duo2 promises Working Time Directive
calculations, an Advanced Period of Availability mode, Real-time ferry & train support and many more
handy features.
In addition to the already existing benefits such as real-time updates and countdowns on drive and rest
times, the SE5000 Exakt Duo2 will have a wealth of new features. Fleets can now benefit from an
advanced Period of Availability (POA) mode, allowing drivers to set how POA should be counted,
giving them a more accurate view of their break and rest time. This will not only put drivers in control
but will ensure they make best use of their working day.
Victoria Tramma, Marketing and Central Sales Manager at Stoneridge, explains:: “Whether a driver, fleet
manager or workshop engineer, our customers had a say in what goes into the new SE5000 Exakt Duo2.”,
adding: “All features have been perfectly tailored to our customer’s needs and will help them to plan their
week more effectively.”
Following demand from fleets Stoneridge has included Working Time Directive (WTD) calculations
in their Duo technology. Drivers that do a lot of work that is not driving will be pleased to see a new
screen that warns them when approaching their Daily and Weekly Working Time limit. This will keep
them more informed, helping to reduce infringements and costly fines.
Moreover, real-time ferry & train calculations during the journey will enable drivers to get an
accurate view of remaining drive and rest times. A range of enhancements to the user interface will help
save time and generally make life easier. Auto company locks will automatically lock in data the first
time a new company card is inserted and the product version can now be easily found on the INFO
menu. Control authorities and workshops wanted to see the status of the Second source of motion on
the technical printout – this has also been added.
For more information on how the SE5000 Exakt Duo2 will benefit fleets visit: www.SE5000Exakt.com
Note to Editors:
Stoneridge Electronics is a part of the Stoneridge Group, a leading designer and manufacturer of highly
engineered electrical and electronic components, modules and systems. Stoneridge has a strong reputation
for developing innovative, reliable products including instrument clusters, tachographs, telematics systems
and security systems for the automotive industry. The Stoneridge group has an annual turnover of over $947
million and just over 9,300 employees; of whom 1,140 work at Stoneridge Electronics.
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